Sail
Installation manual

1 - 03.2018

SCREEN INNOVATIONS

WELCOME

Dear Installer
This manual contains advice for a rapid and precise installation of the various
components. Although we are sure that you know how to use our products we still
recommend that you read our instructions carefully.
We always welcome any suggestions on possible improvements to the installation
techniques or the layout of the manual.
We would also remind you that during installation you should always use materials
that best comply with the environmental conditions.
It is also good practice to issue a final declaration of correct installation
according to the specifications in the manual, in addition to the mandatory declarations
of conformity required by law, where requested.
Sail is a Screen Innovations Product.
All technical interventions necessary for the installation must be carried out by
authorized and specialized technicians.
All unauthorized interventions (tampering, technical modification etc.) during the warranty
period will invalidate said warranty.
Screen Innovations. reserves the right to make technical modifications to the
components or products, except for the main features, at any time and without prior
notice.
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SYMBOLS

SYMBOLS
The symbols indicated are used to draw the attention of the installer to arguments of particular
importance for the safety of persons, the product or to indicate particular operating conditions.

Attention: general operating note
Attention: greater attention to what you are reading
Attention: general hazard; possible risk of damage to persons, property, components
Attention: risk of electrical hazard
Attention: risk of crushing hands
Contact: Screen Innovations or the authorised retailer

GENERAL PRECAUTIONS
Before undertaking any assembly, maintenance or cleaning operations, make sure
that you have fully understood the instructions in this manual.
Failure to respect the regulations contained herein relieves Screen Innovations of
all responsibility for damage caused to persons, animals, property and/or
components.
The installation personnel must scrupulously comply with the local accident
prevention regulations in force.
All electrical connections for movement, installation of automation accessories
etc. must only be made by qualified personnel.
If the structure is motorised and installed at a height of less than 250 cm from the ground, the
control button must be of the ‘dead-man’ type and the opening and closing operations must be
clearly visible.
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In the case of any incompatibility, contact Screen Innovations
GENERAL SAFETY WARNINGS
Sail is designed for a specific use (as outlined in this manual); any use other than that envisaged shall
relieve Screen Innovations of any responsibility.
When using the awning it is good practice to remember that all moving parts can be a source of
danger.

It is compulsory to cut off the power supply (if present) when carrying out an installation,
maintenance, repair or adjustment intervention.
It is recommended that a caution sign be placed on the power supply master switch with
the following indications:
“Attention! Do not touch. Service personnel at work”.
PRECAUTIONS AND WARNINGS
The maintenance and installation personnel (installers, electricians etc.) must have sufficient
expertise and psychophysical and attitudinal requirements for undertaking the tasks at hand.
Always check the correct mounting and working efficiency of the electrical and manual drives
during the assembly.
In case of anomalies, immediately stop the work and contact the service
department of Screen Innovations

The use of non-original spare parts, or unauthorised interventions or
modifications shall relieve Screen Innovations of any responsibility for damage
caused to persons, animals or property. It is absolutely forbidden to tamper with
the fixings, the supports, the guides, the fixtures, the command and idler units
and any other component of the Sail.
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SYMBOLS

PRELIMINARY CHECKS
On receipt of the packed goods and before starting their assembly, check the integrity of the
material and the presence of all the components necessary for the installation.
Carefully follow the information contained in the “Material check, unpacking and preparation”
section.
In case of anomalies immediately contact the authorised retailer or Screen Innovations

DISPOSAL OF PACKAGING MATERIALS
Divide the various packaging according to the material used (cardboard, nylon, polystyrene etc.)
and dispose of them separately in compliance with the regulations in force.

REASSEMBLY
IF THE AWNING HAS TO BE MOVED, IT MUST BE DISMANTLED AND PACKED AS ORIGINALLY RECEIVED. THEREFORE,
REPEAT ALL THE ASSEMBLY OPERATIONS IN REVERSE ORDER, TO AVOID LOSING THE SYNCHRONY OF MOVEMENTS
AND/OR DAMAGING COMPONENTS, SO THAT THE SUBSEQUENT REASSEMBLY OPERATIONS CAN BE
PERFORMED CORRECTLY AS DESCRIBED IN THIS MANUAL. SCREEN INNOVATIONS WILL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY
FAILURES ARISING FROM INCORRECT DISASSEMBLY.
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MATERIAL CHECK, UNPACKING AND PREPARATION

Warning:
all references to the right-hand or left-hand side in the assembly figures apply when
looking at the structure with the back against the shaped pole.

RH

NOTE:
Fixing elements such as screws and anchors are not included and must be
chosen by the installer based on the type of fixture foreseen (wall, wood, metal
etc.).
Proceed as follows:
- Remove the contents from the packaging.
8BSOJOH
Do not use a knife to avoid the risk of ruining the paint or metal elements or the
canvas fabric.
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LH

Warning:
The electrical system controlling the awning is the customer’s responsibility and
must be installed by qualified personnel in compliance with current regulations.
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WEIGHTS AND DIMS
A
210.25''

B
133.875'

C
133.875''

D
89.75''

E
133.25''

F
107.75''

G
101''

H
204.75

E
F

D

G

1

C

B

2

3

H

A
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3FG

$POUFOUT

1

Shaped pole and accessories

2

Pedestal

3

Roller tube pre-fitted with canvases

)&*()5 in

8*%5) in

%FQUI in

8FJHIU lb

10''

25''

94.5''

a 102

3.5''

42.5''

42.5''

a 93

NBY in

NJO in

10.5''

10.5''
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%FQUI in
203

8FJHIU lb
a84
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BASE PREPARATION

1

NOTE: Base is optional, pole can be mounted directly to the ground.
NOTE: Appropriate anchors must be specified if securing directly to the ground (see page 28)

B

A
A

'JH
Use a spirit level to check that the base (A) is perfectly flat once in position.
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'JH
Position the eight ballast tiles (B) (not supplied) in the respective seats in the base (A).
NOTE: Use 20x20x1 in tiles weighing at least 46 lbs each.
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1

BASE PREPARATION

NOTE: Base is optional, pole can be mounted directly to the ground.
NOTE: Appropriate anchors must be specified if securing directly to the ground (see page 28)

D

C

'JH
Position the cover (C) on the ballasted base.
Route the heaving line through the central hole (D) of the cover.
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ASSEMBLING THE POLE

2

A
A

C

C
B

B

'JH
Insert the power cable from the shaped pole (A) into the vertical support pole (B). Bind the heaving
line and the power cable together using insulating tape.
5IFDVTUPNFSJTJODIBSHFPGDPOOFDUJOHUIFQPXFSTVQQMZUPUIFMJHIUT JGöUUFE BOEUPUIF
SFNPUFDPOUSPMNPUPS5IFTZTUFNNVTUCFJOTUBMMFECZRVBMJöFEQFSTPOOFMJODPNQMJBODF
XJUIDVSSFOUSFHVMBUJPOT
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'JH
Insert the shaped pole (A) into the vertical support pole (B), locking it using the knob (C).
The task of the knob (C) is to prevent the shaped pole from rotating.
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2

ASSEMBLING THE POLE

D
A
A

E

B

'JH
Lift the vertical support pole (A) and rest it in correspondence with the relative holes on the
assembled base (B) or on the ground, and simultaneously pull the heaving line (E) until the power
cable comes out of the base (B). Fasten the pole using the relative screws provided.
NOTE: If assembling on a base, the knob (D) must always be turned away from the side
where the power cable comes out (E).
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'JH1PMFBTTFNCMZPOHSPVOE
If Sail is fastened directly to the ground, mark out the holes using the plate of the pole
(A) as a template, drill into the ground using a suitable bit and fasten the pole using
suitable anchors.
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ASSEMBLING THE ROLLER TUBE GROUP

3

UP

B

A
UP

'JH
Take the roller tube arm out of the packing and fasten it to the bracket of the shaped arm.
5BLFDBSFXJUIUIFQPTJUJPOPGUIFi61wQMBUFPOUIFESVN XIJDINVTUCFBUUIFUPQBOEDMFBSMZMFHJCMF
Insert the recessed and drilled side of the central arm (A) in correspondence with the drilled plate (B) on the shaped pole.
NOTE: TWO PEOPLE ARE RECOMMENDED FOR THESE OPERATIONS.
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3

ASSEMBLING THE ROLLER TUBE GROUP

A

LH

RH

'JH
Insert the fastening screw provided (A).
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ASSEMBLING THE ROLLER TUBE GROUP

3

A

LH
LH

B

RH
RH

B
A
C

A

'JH
Attach the central upper rope (A) to the upper hole on the fitting (B) at the end of the roller tube
pole (C).
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'JH
Cut the two WHITE ties (A) binding the left side arm (B) SIMULTANEOUSLY.
NOTE: Two operators are required for this operation.
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3

ASSEMBLING THE ROLLER TUBE GROUP

E
D

B

LH

C

A

RH

'JH
Release the spring clip (A) at the end of the rope (B) from the eyelet of the left-hand awning (C).
Insert the recessed and drilled side of the side arm (D) in correspondence with the drilled plate (E)
on the left-hand side of the shaped pole and tighten using the screw provided.
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ASSEMBLING THE ROLLER TUBE GROUP
B

3
A

B

A

C

C

LH

LH
RH

RH

B

A

C

'JH
Join the coupling element (A) of the upper side rope (B) in the upper attachment plate at the end
of the side arm (C).
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'JH
Join the coupling element (A) of the side rope (B) in the side attachment plate at the end of the
left side arm (C).
NOTEUIFUJHIUFOFSJODBCMF#IBTBMSFBEZCFFOBEKVTUFEBOEUFTUFE TPEP/05BMUFS
UIFBEKVTUNFOU
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3

ASSEMBLING THE ROLLER TUBE GROUP

LH

B

RH

E
D

A

'JH
Fit the block (A), as shown in the callout, in the eyelet (B) of the shaped pole on the left-hand side.
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NOTE: Reconnect the hook (D) to the eyelet of the left-hand awning (E).
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ASSEMBLING THE ROLLER TUBE GROUP

3

LH

B

D

RH

B

A

C
A

'JH
Cut the two BLACK ties (A) binding the left side arm (B) SIMULTANEOUSLY.
NOTE: Two operators are required for this operation.
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'JH
Release the spring clip (B) at the end of the rope (C) from the eyelet of the right-hand canvas (D).
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3

B

ASSEMBLING THE ROLLER TUBE GROUP

B

C

A
A

'JH
Insert the recessed and drilled side of the right side arm (A) in correspondence with the drilled
plate (B) on the shaped pole and tighten using the screws provided.
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'JH
Join the coupling element (A) of the upper side rope (B) in the upper attachment plate at the end
of the side arm (C).
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ASSEMBLING THE ROLLER TUBE GROUP

3

C
B

A

'JH
Join the coupling element (A) of the side rope (B) in the side attachment plate at the end of the
side arm (C).
 NOTEUIFUJHIUFOFSJODBCMF#IBTBMSFBEZCFFOBEKVTUFEBOEUFTUFE TPEP/05BMUFS
UIFBEKVTUNFOU
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3

ASSEMBLING THE ROLLER TUBE GROUP

B

A

'JH
Fit the block (A), as shown in the callout, in the eyelet (B) of the shaped pole on the right-hand side.
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ASSEMBLING THE ROLLER TUBE GROUP

3

D

A

B
B
A

'JH
Couple the spring clip (A) in the eyelet of the right-hand awning (B).
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C

'JH
Join the coupling element (A) of the central lower rope (B) to the lower hole on the fitting (C) at
the end of the central arm (D).
NOTE%POPUUFOTJPOUIFUJFSPEBUUIFFOEPGUIFDBCMF # BTJUTUBTLJTUPQSFWFOUUhF
 BXOJOHGSPNMJGUJOHJOUIFFWFOUPGTUSPOHXJOE
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4

&-&$53*$"-$0//&$5*0/

A
B

B

'JH
Connect the anemometer, using the cables, as indicated in the specific instructions attached, using
the bracket (A) fastened to the anemometer with the screws provided (B).
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A

'JH
Tighten the plug (A) to the appropriate connector (B), taking care not to tighten it too much.
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LIGHT BLUE

BLACK

N

LIGHT (OPTIONAL)

M L

MOTOR

N T

BROWN

GREEN/YELLOW

DARK BLUE

4&-&$53*$"-$0//&$5*0/

110V

'JH
Wiring present in the awning with motor, anemometer and light configuration.
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//FVUSBM
--JHIUT
5Ground
..PUPS
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4

&-&$53*$"-$0//&$5*0/
OPTIONAL
A

B

'JH
Mount the lamp bracket (A) to the long pole using the screws provided (B).
Connect the electrical wiring.
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5.0503130(3"..*/(

-JNJUTUPQQSPHSBNNJOH
*.1035"/5 UIF MJNJU TUPQT PG UIFTF NPUPST BSF NFDIBOJDBM BOE DPNF BMSFBEZ
QSPHSBNNFEBOEUFTUFECZUIFNBOVGBDUVSFS TPEPOPUBMUFSUIFBEKVTUNFOU
*GUIFTBJMTBSFSFQMBDFE UIFMJNJUTUPQTNBZOFFEBEKVTUJOH
#PUIUIFSFNPUFDPOUSPMBOEUIFBOFNPNFUFSBSFBMTPQSPHSBNNFEBOEUFTUFECZUIF
NBOVGBDUVSFS TPOPGVSUIFSQSPHSBNNJOHJTSFRVJSFE
If faults occur, proceed as follows:
1. Check the remote control battery.
- The LEDs must flash.
2. Check that the motor is powered.
3. Clear the motor’s memory.
- Ensure the motor is powered.
- Cut power for 2 sec.
- Reconnect power for 10 sec.
- Cut power for 2 sec.
- Reconnect the power.
- The motor runs for 5 sec. then stops.
- Press and hold down the Prog. key (D) at the back of the remote control for about 5 sec.
until the motor performs an UP/DOWN movement.
- The motor’s memory is completely blank.

C

B

A
D
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4.
-

Pre-record the remote control.
Power the motor.
Press the “up arrow” (A) and “down arrow” keys (C) simultaneously.
Check the direction of rotation by pressing the “up arrow” A (the sail closes) and “down
arrow” keys C (the sail opens).
- If the direction (open/close) is incorrect, press MY (B) until the motor performs an UP/
DOWN movement.
5. Memorise the transmitter.
- Press the Prog. key (D) until the sail moves UP/DOWN.
NOTEJGUIFBCPWFQSPDFEVSFEPFTOPUTPMWFUIFQSPCMFN DPOUBDUUIFNBOVGBDUVSFS
3FQMBDJOHUIFSFNPUFDPOUSPM
Ensure the motor is powered.
Cut power for 2 sec.
Reconnect power for 10 sec.
Cut power for 2 sec.
Reconnect the power.
The motor runs for 5 sec. then stops.
Press and hold down the Prog. key (D) at the back of the remote control for about 5 sec. until
the motor performs an UP/DOWN movement.
The remote control acquires the existing programming.

.PUPSMJNJUTUPQBEKVTUNFOU
The motor has two limit stops: one yellow and one white.
Yellow button (limit stop for sail completely wound up); white button (limit stop for sail
completely open).
Button "up" (limit stop OFF); button "down" (limit stop ON).
Once the sails are replaced (open position), press button "A" on the remote control and start the
motor to wind them up while keeping both the yellow and the white buttons "up" (OFF).
Wind up to about half way and couple the two spring clips to the sails’ eyelets.
Release the button to stop winding.
Resume and complete winding until only the two triangles with the company logo are visible.
Press the yellow button "down" for limit stop ON.
Press the "C" button to start opening the sails.
At the point of maximum tension (sails perfectly horizontal), release the button and press the
white button "down" to switch on the limit stop.
Open/close the sails a couple more times to verify the correct limit stop position and tension the
sails correctly.
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"/&.0.&5&3130(3"..*/(

6

1. Press the Prog. key (D) for about 2 sec. on the remote control already memorised until the
motors perform an UP/DOWN movement, indicating that the motor or the receiver has
entered programming mode.
2. Press the anemometer Prog. key (E) (red key) for about 5 sec. The motors perform a brief UP/
DOWN movement, indicating that the address of the sensor has been memorised. The system
then quits programming mode automatically.
3. Adjust the anemometer based on the value supplied by the manufacturer.
N.B.: Do not tamper with the seal covering the wind intensity regulator (preset by the
manufacturer).
Breakage of or even partial tampering with the seal invalidates the warranty and relieves
the manufacturer of any liability for resulting damages.
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7

"8/*/($07&3
D

B

B

A
C

C
D

A

A

F
E
G

velcro

E

'JH4BJMDPWFS
Release the two spring clips (A) from slots (B) and couple them to slots (C).
Turn the two arms (D) until they are alongside the wind-up device pillar.
Wind up the sail completely and cover with the sail cover (E).
Fold the sail cover over with the Velcro side.
A flap of Velcro underneath the two tabs (F) is to be positioned across the rope (G) as a stop point.
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DATA SHEETS

DATA SHEET 1 - STRENGTH AND EFFECTS OF THE WIND ACCORDING TO THE BEAUFORT SCALE
2

,OPUT

,NI

NT

&OWJSPONFOUBMTJUVBUJPO

&òFDUTPGUIFXJOE



< 40

0-1

0-1

< 0,3

Calm

Dead calm, smokes rises vertically.

1

< 40

1-3

1-5

0,3-1,5

Light air

Wind direction is indicated by smoke, not by flag.

2

< 40

4-6

6-11

1,6-3,3

Light breeze

Wind felt in face and the flag moves.

%FHSFF

-PBE /N

3

< 40

7-10

12-19

3,4-5,4

Gentle breeze

Leaves and small branches move.

4

40

11-16

20-28

5,5-7,9

Moderate breeze

Raises dust and paper, small branches are moved.



70

17-21

29-38

8-10,7

Fresh breeze

Small trees begin to sway.



110

22-27

39-49

10,8-13,8

Strong breeze

Large branches move, umbrellas used with difficulty.



> 110

28-33

50-61

13,9-17,1

Near gale

Large branches move, very difficult to walk against the wind.



> 110

34-40

62-74

17,2-20,7

Gale

Branches broken from trees, difficult to walk outdoors.



> 110

41-47

75-88

20,8-24,4

Strong gale

Tiles fall from roofs.



> 110

48-55

89-102

24,5-28,4

Storm

Trees uprooted.

11

> 110

56-63

103-117

28,5-32,6

Violent storm

Serious damage to buildings.

12

> 110

> 64

> 118

> 32,7

Hurricane

Immense damage.

Wind resistance class of awning: %FHSFF(See data sheet 3 page 28).

DATA SHEET 2 - BALLAST FOR COUNTER-WEIGHT ASSEMBLY
.PEFM
Sail

$PVOUFSXFJHIU

$PODSFUFQMBUF

168 Kg = 370 lbs
(8 plates)

50x50x3 cm =
20x20x1 in

3FTJTUBODFEFHSFF
Degree 3

* weight of single plate = 21 Kg = 46lbs
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CALCULATION OF WIND RESISTANCE BASED ON THE LOADS AND THE ANCHORS

$BMDVMBUJPOPGNBYJNVNMPBEPOUIFBODIPS
Based on the dimensions of the structure, consult the table below to identify the maximum load
on each anchor.

DATA SHEET 3 - ANCHORAGES
.PEFM
Sail

-PBEPOBODIPS
%FHSFF

%FHSFF

760 daN

435 daN
(978 lbf)

(1709 lbf)

%FUFSNJOBUJPOPGUIFBODIPST
Based on the type of wall/floor on which the bolts will be fixed and using the manual of the fixing
systems manufacturer to determine which is most suitable.
Below we have indicated, purely as an indication, three examples referring to some extracts of HILTI
technical sheets which should be consulted for the correct choice and use of the bolts.
Type of wall/floor*

Type of anchor

/PBODIPST
Non-slatted concrete
fck, cube = 25 N/mm2

4

1 daN => 1 Kg
* Should it not be possible to guarantee the loads indicated in the data sheet, the wind resistance class
of the product will be Degree 3

HSL-3
M8 OR 3/8''

Full masonry bricks Mz12/2.0
DIN 105/EN 771-1, fb ≥ 12 N/mm2

HIT-HY 70 with
HIT-AC/ M8 threaded bars
Laying depth 80 mm

Double brick EN 771-1
fb ≥ 27 N/mm2

HIT-HY 70 with
HIT-SC 16x... and
HIT-AC/ M8 threaded bars
Laying depth 80 mm

Recommended
tensile load
(Nrec)*

Recommended
shear load
(Vrec)*

1110 daN (2495 lbf)

1780 daN (4001 lbf)

100 daN (225 lbf)

100 daN (225 lbf)

100 daN (225 lbf)

190 daN (225 lbf)

$PNQBSJTPOPGMPBET
The recommended load to be used as a comparison is the MPXFTU between the tensile and shear
load.
The MPXFS between the maximum recommended tensile and shear load must be more than or
equal to the maximum load on each anchor taken from the loads data sheet relative to the desired
wind speed. Vice-versa, if the recommended load is less than the maximum load on the anchor,
evaluate the following options:
A) Change type of anchor
B) Suitably reinforce the wall or the floor
C) Use a loads data sheet for a lower wind speed and assign the consequent wind resistance to the
product installed.
"UUFOUJPO
For the correct choice and use of anchors, TFFUIFBODIPSTZTUFNNBOVGBDUVSFSTNBOVBM.
* data taken from the HILTI technical sheets (ST_HY 70_2008.PDF page 259-261 and hsl-3.PDF page 62-63)
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